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   May 4, 2021 
 
 
Gregg Galecki 
Canyon Fuel Company, LLC 
HC 35 Box 380 
Helper, Utah 84526 
 
 
Subject: Equipment Abandonment, Canyon Fuel Company, LLC, Skyline Mine, 

C/007/0005, Task #6323 
 
Dear Mr. Galecki: 
 

The Division has reviewed your application.  The Division has identified deficiencies that 
must be addressed before final approval can be granted.  The deficiencies are listed as an 
attachment to this letter. 

The deficiencies authors are identified so that your staff can communicate directly with 
that individual should questions arise.  The plans as submitted are denied.  Please resubmit the 
entire application by no later than June 3, 2021. 

If you have any questions, please call me at (801) 538-5350.   

 Sincerely, 

  

 Steve Christensen 
 Coal Program Manager 
 

SKC/sqs 

 
 
 
        

Department of Natural Resources 
Division of Oil, Gas and Mining 
 
BRIAN C. STEED 
Executive Director 
 
JOHN R. BAZA 
Division Director 
 

  



Technical Analysis and Findings

Utah Coal Regulatory Program

PID: C0070005
TaskID: 6323
Mine Name: SKYLINE MINE
Title: EQUIPMENT ABANDONMENT

Summary

This revised amendment responds to comments from the U.S. Forest Service (Incoming/01282-21.6259.pdf) and
the Division’s findings on previous Task 6259.  Both the USFS and the BLM were given an opportunity to comment on
this revised amendment (Outgoing/04122021.6323).

pburton   

General Contents

Permit Application Format and Contents

Analysis:

In the fall of 2020, a belt head roller and drive, a skid steer and power center were drained of fluids and abandoned
underground.  This equipment was added to a running list of abandoned equipment already shown on Drawing 2.5.2-1
since 1999. (Drawing 2.5.2-1 was last revised in April 2018.) From the drawing labels, one can determine the location
and date of equipment abandonment. i.e. Equipment abandoned in 1999 is labeled 99A-D.  Equipment abandoned in
2020 is labeled 20A and 20B.   

pburton   

Environmental Resource Information

Probable Hydrologic Consequences Determination

Analysis:

The amendment does not meet the State of Utah R645 requirements for Probable Hydrologic Consequences
Determination.

The amendment states that equipment has been abandoned underground in Mine #4 at locations 20A and 20B as
indicated on the updated Plate 2.5.2-1. It is anticipated that Mine #4 and the abandoned equipment will be inundated
with water, therefore the fluids have been drained. The equipment being abandoned includes a belt head roller and
drive, a Ghel skid steer, and a power center. The permitee has updated Chapter 2, Section 2.5 to include verbiage
stating that Skyline will notify appropriate state and federal agencies prior to sealing and abandoning equipment, and an
inspection of the equipment may be conducted when the equipment can be safely accessed.

The permitee submitted a correspondence addressing that Special Stipulations 21-22 for Coal Lease UTU-77114
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address waste certification and equipment abandonment. Although the stipulations were referenced in the
correspondence letter, the MRP should be updated to reference the Chapter 1 Special Lease stipulations 21-23.
Referencing Chapter 1 will direct the reader to the required information that specifically outlines waste certification,
abandonment of equipment, and underground inspections.

The permitee also provided dates of email contact with the BLM inquiring about an underground inspection of the
equipment prior to sealing Mine #4. The BLM and the permittee were not able to coordinate an inspection prior to
sealing, and as per the BLM’s request, Skyline provided written verification and certification of the sealing and
abandonment. Within the correspondence the premittee also addressed the concerns of the United States Forest
service.

The permittee has addressed the probable hydrologic consequences pertaining to abandoning mining equipment on
page 2-51c. It is unlikely that equipment abandoning will have additional impacts, not already outlined in the MRP, on
the hydrologic balance, sediment yield, acidity, TDS, TSS, streamflow, ground-water/surface-water availability, or state-
appropriated water rights. Equipment has been abandoned throughout the entire Skyline Mine since 1999 and has not
had any hydrological impacts thus far. In addition to ground and surface water monitoring locations, Skyline Mine has 5
UPDES discharge outfall locations (Major Industrial Permit No. UT0023540) that are monitored weekly while discharging
to ensure.

Potential for impacts from acid-or-toxic forming materials is also addressed. The abandonment will include only steel
product, and all remaining materials including hoses and fluids, will be removed. The specific locations of equipment are
depicted on Plate 2.5.2-1. The Permittee describes the potential for acid and toxic forming materials to influence water
quality on page 2-51c. It has been found that due to the high alkalinity and low acidity concentrations in the area, acid
drainage problems do not occur. The corrosion potential of the steel used in long wall mining activities was assessed by
the University of Utah Metallurgy Department with findings indicating it would take thousands of years for the metal to
corrode away. Furthermore, given the subsurface environment of Utah, the general conditions to allow for corrosion
processes do not exist.

Deficiencies Details:

This application does not meet the State of Utah R645 requirements for Probable Hydrologic Consequences
Determination. The following deficiency must be addressed prior to final approval:

The permitee must update the MRP to include a reference to Chapter 1 (pdf p. 260 and 261 of MRP Chapter 1) which
describes the specific federal lease special stipulations for waster certification, adandonment of equipment and
underground inspections in detail.

khinton   

Operation Plan

Spoil Waste Disposals of Noncoal Mine Wastes

Analysis:

The amendment does not meet the State of Utah R645 requirements for Noncoal Mine Waste Disposal.

The Permittee has recently completed mining in the 1 Right through 4 Right district of Federal Coal lease UTU-77114,
and has sealed off that area. The following mining equipment was abandoned in these sections: Belt head roller and
drive, Gehl skid steer, and a power center. DWG 2.5.2-1 has been updated with the abandonment locations along with a
brief description of the type of equipment.

The normal protocol when abandoning equipment underground is described in the MRP Chapter 1 Special Lease
Stipulations. Stipulations 21-22 state that the Permittee must not deposit hazardous substances or used oil anywhere
within the Lease, and all mining equipment must be removed prior to abandoning sections. Stipulation 23 states that all
areas must be inspected by an Authorized Officer prior to being sealed. Included in the current application is a
correspondence letter that addresses these stipulations. The Permittee notified the BLM of the impending abandonment
of Mine #4 via email on 9/21/2020 but were unable to coordinate an inspection prior to sealing. Due to unsafe roof
conditions, the areas could only be accessed on foot thus all fluids were retrieved manually prior to being sealed. Only
the large steel components were abandoned. The Permittee describes the corrosion potential for mining equipment on
page 2-51c. The corrosion potential of the steel used in longwall mining machinery was assessed by the University of
Utah Metallurgy Department in 1998. They determined it would take thousands of years for the metal to corrode away
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given the basic, anoxic environment found in underground coal seams (BLM 1998a).

The narrative on Page 3-33 of the amendment states that poor mining conditions periodically necessitate the
abandoning of equipment underground due to difficult or unsafe conditions, and gives a brief description of the actions
required before abandonment may occur. Although the correspondence letter included in the amendment references the
required stipulations, the non-coal waste section in Chapter 3 of the MRP should be updated to refer the reader to
Special Lease Stipulations 21-23 in Chapter 1 for a description of how the Permittee will abandon equipment in future
sections.

Deficiencies Details:

The amendment does not meet the State of Utah R645 requirements for Noncoal Mine Waste Disposal. The following
deficiency must be addressed prior to final approval:

R645-301-528.330, -528.331: The Permittee must update the narrative in the non-coal waste section of Chapter 3 by
providing a reference to Special Lease Stipulations 21-23 found in Chapter 1 of the MRP. 

jeatchel  
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